Gather a few of your classmates together and invite a professor to your residence hall.

Take Home Professor

Learn about the real estate industry and potential career opportunities. The event will also feature campus ambassadors and brand reps to form connections for future collaborations?

Want an easy way to publicize your brand to a large audience? Want to meet other students interested in career opportunities in your field? Sign up for Student Ambassador Fair!

Register to participate as a student and apply to be a Brand Rep.

Application for Student Ambassador Fair

Ready to make the commitment to joining our board?

We are looking for 3 freshman or sophomore transfers who are excited about joining the board and are ready to learn a lot and do a lot!  You will be paired with one of our mentors in an effort to shape the business leaders of tomorrow. Mentees will be able to ask questions and get guidance. You do not need to be in CSOM or AHANA for this mentorship program!

AHANA Management Development Program

This mentorship program pairs freshman and sophomores with upperclassmen to develop their leadership skills and provide guidance. You do not need to be in CSOM or AHANA for this mentorship program!

Catholic Mentorship Program

Advising Drop-in Hours | Fulton 315

When making your choices for abroad, use these six tips.

Here are some steps to take to get started!

Thinking about studying abroad?

Last Day to Drop a Class in Fulton 315

When making your choices for abroad, use these six tips.

RSVP

Thinking about studying abroad?

Last Day to Drop a Class in Fulton 315

When making your choices for abroad, use these six tips.

RSVP